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I. QUINTET

1. CHEROKEE   Ray Noble
2. JOURNEY TO THE EAST  Evan Buehler
3. AUTUMN LEAVES  Johnny Mercer
4. SOME OTHER BLUES  John Coltrane

Buzz Arndt - piano   Evan Buehler - vibes
Mark DePue - tenor sax   niklin Halstead - bass
Alec Wilmar - drums

II. THE VISIONARY JAZZ BAND

1. BLUE CONNOTATIONS  Chris Molstrom
2. BUCIFUNAHA  Bela Bartok
3. MARRA  Geoff Ogle
4. CONFERENCE OF THE BIRDS  Dave Holland

Chris Kimball - drums   Chris Molstrom - guitar
Geoff Ogle - trombone   Felix Skowronek - flute
Chris Stone - tenor sax   Peter Vetto - piano
Craig White - bass

III. THE MONOSYLLABLE FUSION BAND

1. SUNK IN THE FUNK  Jamall Adeen Tocuma
2. MANGO FUNK  Scot Ranney
3. THE WORK SONG  Nat Adderley
4. BOB'S ETUDE  Rob Davis
5. GOD REST YE MERRY GENTLEMEN  traditional

Scott Adams - tenor sax   Rob Davis - alto sax
Scot Ranney - piano   Doug Rothaus - bass
John Standley - drums